
IRISH MOBILE NOTES:
Q1 2005 - Q4 2015

Worldwide SMS usage 1996 - 2016. Totals in billions

FIG 1. WORLDWIDE SMS ANNUAL THROUGHPUT

INTRODUCTION
Continuing on a tradition from 2014, but comprehensively detailed in 2015, I'm continuing to continue to 
update this on a six-monthly basis as it gives a good insight and overview into both the Irish 
communications trends. This year, I'm going to add some additional details around worldwide/global 
activities as it's a useful guide towards what 'might' happen going forward.
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IRELAND: VOICE, SMS, MMS

FIG 2. Q1 2005 - Q4 2015

Voice traffic continues a slight increase over the year but nominal in all, within the bounds of average 
fluctuations. Unfortunately, there is no details of whether is IP-based calls (e.g. FaceTime, Whatsapp, 
Messenger, etc.) as suspect this number would skew this figure.

As above, MMS continues to be largely irrelevant in the wider context of total traffic, totalling 0.7% of all 
SMS/MMS (pre IP-based messaging traffic). Incidentally, the last two quarters of 2015 is the largest 
percentage share of traffic that MMS has ever held but only increasing as a symptom of the continued 
decline of SMS traffic. Is it time for MMS to follow the route of the floppy disk and a telecom operator to 
take the plunge with retiring the service? It could definitely be argued with much better experiences to be 
found on countless other services at present.....
In relation to SMS traffic, the spike caused over Q4 2014 was not seen this year, and shows a 15% drop 
over 2015 following on from a 12% in 2014 and 27% in 2013. In the last quarter of 2015, SMS dropped 
below 50% of its peak as seen at the end of 2011.

It's worth noting people aren't messaging any less, the conversation has just been moving elsewhere (and 
correlates directly with the year of the peak in SMS) - see page 7 for more context on this.
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IRELAND: DATA

FIG 3. Q2 2013 - Q4 2015

Data continues it's inexorable rise in traffic, if a slight dip in the final quarter (attributed to mid winter and 
less mobile usage outdoors?). Overall, a 56% increase in usage since 2014 follows on from 83% spike in 
2013-2014 and 44% in 2012-2013. Expect this trend to continue based on there still being a large 
percentage of users still on either older handsets and/or older access networks - all research has shown 
when given a high-quality network and user-friendly handset, that usage climbs quickly….

As more and more services migrate to internet-based services (see the massive upheaval taking place due 
to Netflix, Amazon Prime, Youtube, etc.) and more and video services are accessed, this will steadily rise 
for the forthcoming future. How much is an acceptable amount of data based on amount of time spent on 
mobile devices and networks remains to be seen. I highlight video in particular here as it is by far the 
largest proportion of data - a one hour call though online services uses ~30MB, whereas an hour of video 
can be in the realm of 250-750MB (based on quality supplied). An interesting argument can be made for 
modern Billing Systems moving and preparing for the day when all services are provided by data (voice, 
messages, all other services) and whether to just charge for a single bundle. Arguments about Operators 
being regarded as just a “pipe”. That is a topic for the business owners to discuss!
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IRELAND: AVERAGE USAGE PER USER

FIG 4. 2013 Q1 - 2015 Q4

Again, slow steady climb of voice call minutes displayed for users, not significant but steady. SMS again, 
evident in its decline from a peak of 200+ per user to slightly greater than 100/user. Data again shows the 
explosion (no clear accurate data prior to 2013 unfortunately) - a double in average usage since 2014 and 
a doubling again since 2013. Keeping in mind, that still 15% on 2G devices, there is still quite a bit of room 
to grow here on a total user perspective, as well as quite a bit of room to grow as more users consume 
more high-bandwidth traffic while on the go (e.g. the rise of live streaming of events, music, shows while 
commuting, etc. -Spotify and Netflix being two notable examples).
Interesting observation on usage: using publicly available figures from Apple on FaceTime traffic, they 
estimate about 1MB per minute of calls. Taking an average total call base of 3.5 hours, this would be 
210MB of data. Again, as the all-IP world arrives, it could be argued that billing 'per minute' for calls should 
be re-visited and instead looked at from the perspective of treating all traffic as bits/data and billing as 
such…. (continued on next page)
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IRELAND: ACCESS TECHNOLOGIES

FIG 5.  Q3 2014 - Q4 2015

.....still being over 15% of the customer users still on 2G devices (22% in 2014), and 57% on 3G (67% in 
2014) and the steady move to 4G, now with 27% of the user base (up from 11% in 2014). All indicators 
have shown that anyone user moving to 4G handset (17% rise from 2014) based on significantly improved 
experience uses a step-change amount of extra data. 4G subscribers shows strong growth however and 
only increasing.
50% on 4G and less than 10% on 2G anyone? This will lead to new discussions around are-allocation of 
frequencies as we move to an all ip-based world. Ignoring challenges around regulatory requirements, I do 
wonder how quickly a telecom operator will move to a completely 4G world - the efficiency of the 4G 
network is something to consider. There would be challenges around legacy devices (both 2g consumer 
handsets as well as other older connected devices on the network) but the business case may be 
compelling. From a personal perspective, the only significant comparison I can give is Apple removing the 
floppy disk drive in the late 90’s and phasing out the CD/DVD drive in the mid-2000’s once they’d seen 
where the puck was heading. Again, this would take a strong competed leadership to make the major 
decision although I believe the outcome would most positive in the long-run. 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IRELAND: FIXED ACCESS
Q2 2013 - Q4 2015

FIG 6.  BROADBAND SPEEDS, Q2 2013 - Q4 2015

Again steady increase in speeds since beginning of 2013. Still concerning that 40% of users are still on 
broadband below a maximum of 10-30Mbps in speeds but it is moving in the right direction. With 
disappointing news about the National Broadband Plan being delayed again until 2017, it will be interesting 
to see if this continues and what is given to those users trapped on sub-standard speeds.

Why do I regard them as ‘sub-standard speeds’? Again they will more than suffice for general web 
browsing activities, but looking ahead to increasing users moving to streaming based TV (including both 
IPTV solutions from Operators as well as rising competition and new-world options from Youtube [already 
larger than US tv], Facebook videos, Netflix, Amazon Prime and soon to be released dedicated streaming 
channels from Producers themselves) as well as ultra-HD (4K) streaming requiring 25-50Mbps per channel, 
speeds in excess of 250Mbps will be required for households to get optimum experience (e.g. a family with 
3-5 devices streaming media at the same time). 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WORLDWIDE
In reality, the original world of telecoms was made up of two pieces, Voice and SMS, both of which were 
heavily subsidised and lead to the hugely successful businesses of the late 1990’s and 2000’s. 

Worldwide SMS traffic
It’s interesting to approach one of the steadfast pieces of the early mobile telecoms business, SMS. Below 
is wikipedia’s numbers showing 1996 - 2016:

FIG 7. WORLDWIDE SMS TRAFFIC, 1996 - 2016

And below is numbers I’ve pulled from a range of sources as they were publicly announced. From 
observation, it’s largely accurate, the only difference really around 2011 - and I suspect I can tell the reason 
behind this deviation below.
FIG 8. WORLDWIDE SMS TRAFFIC, 2009 - 2016

The interesting piece is I’ve heard a few people in telecoms world talk about the item that “it’s been a long 
time since messaging was interesting”. In brief this surprises me, although perhaps it shouldn’t as 
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financially that is the case as SMS revenue decreased over the years. However, messaging as an industry 
has become one of the key pieces of the modern Internet. And it can all be largely traced to really kicking 
off in 2011 (There were messaging services before this, but some significant names entered the business 
at this time that really changed it all).

It’s fascinating to see that in 2011, the announcement and release of iMessage, Line, Viber all occurred. 
Taking the peak of SMS at 22 trillion messages, it’s eye-opening to realise that iMessage was announced at 
25 trillion messages in its first year alone. And this does not account for the others, many of which turned 
up in 2012: WeChat, Kik to name a few. For some of these, they will be unfamiliar in the West: however 
with Line and WeChat alone combining to move 100 trillion messages through 2015, these are not 
insignificant players.
What does this mean? That the dawn of messaging in their first true year, surpassed total SMS traffic at 
the first try. and have only continued to sky-rocket:

FOG 9. SMS TRAFFIC COMPARED TO MODERN MESSAGING SERVICES.
NOTE NUMBERS ARE COLLATED FROM PUBLICLY AVAILABLE SOURCES.

As for now, while SMS continues its steady decline, messaging traffic from modern messaging services is 
now over 12 times larger in throughput. And due to modern web services and tools, these tools can be 
developed by truly tiny teams - the most noticeable of which is Whatsapp, currently with 1 billion active 
users - and only 50 engineers.
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FIG 10. MODERN MESSAGING SERVICES, SEPARATED OUT.

Of course, it does have to be pointed out that many of these services: many are supplied for free and not 
monetised for usage. However, their potential is key going forward, and thus the large investments or fees 
paid (e.g. Whatsapp selling to Facebook for $16billion): Line has showed how to do this in Asia by 
integrated and taking a fee off a range of services from online games to booking taxis to booking hotels, 
etc. While this may not work in Western countries, it does show that there is significant potential - Line was 
the most successful app on the Apple App Store by a significant margin in 2015. Whatsapp is already 
planning such future integrations so this is a major space to watch. This is also the space for a potential 
new interface paradigm is being created with ‘bots’ currently getting significant attention from a range of 
companies.
Of course, this is all not guaranteed, and there is also potential that messaging apps will miss the next 
wave completely where we move completely to seamless interactions provided through smart, artificially 
intelligent systems (as glimpsed by Apple’s Siri, Amazon’s Alexa, etc.) My personal opinion is that we will 
end up with a range of all: businesses getting the opportunity to interact with us through a range of means 
(although primarily message services) and the consumer interacting back through both messaging and 
voice means. A good demonstration of what Siri could have been, and is now under development by Siri’s 
original founders can be seen in this demo video.

Stepping past SMS and messaging and highlighting voice, already a huge proportion of international voice 
traffic has been lost to ip-based players such as Skype (itself also one of the original and longest of the 
modern style messaging services also). However with all modern messaging services now integrating free 
voice calling (and group calling included with group calls of up to 50 individuals - I shudder to think what 
that would be like…..), there is significant risk of more and more calls moving to these new services. I’m 
sure everyone can think of either an incident themselves, or a friend or colleague, who makes international 
calls to friends, families or work colleagues using Skype, Whatsapp, Facetime, etc…… In particular to 
many of these services, they have all also demonstrated that they can reach a fantastic level of quality over 
the public Internet without expensive developments such as Quality of Service designs, etc. It can be 
observed that looking at Comreg’s voice calling estimates, that these do not include any calling through IP-
based services and has Facetime, Whatsapp and the like take an indirect approach to introducing users to 
using their service by highlighting the free international call aspect, it can be observed that many people will 
start to try out calling domestically using these services: I personally have one such family member in that 
exact situation, completely non-technical and thus no understanding of the difference in methods of calling.
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What does this mean? Again, everything - EVERYTHING - is being moved onto the Internet. Within the 
next 2-3 years, almost all users will be on 4G handsets and 4G networks (particularly in developed 
countries) and most likely making many calls using VoLTE (Telecoms own implementation of IP-calling) as 
well as other services. As well as this, all media - messaging, pictures, video/tv (imagine a time when 
turning on a channel is the same as opening an app on your phone) - will be moving through the same 
channels. Added complications will come from this as while internet connections are progressively getting 
faster and faster, there will be a continuous race to ‘fill our pipes’ with more and more content, both 
consumed and created. In many ways though, these are problems we already have - Youtube is now a 
bigger broadcaster than television: “we reach more 18-49 year olds during primetime than the top 10 TV 
shows combined”.

Where is the Revenue?
The race is on to move up the stack: from originally all revenue being in providing the connectivity, the 
revenue is largely moving towards the services being provided on top. Taking two large telecom operators, 
here’s the past three years as compared to Facebook and Google (data taken from here):

FIG 11. AVERAGE REVENUE PER EMPLOYEE

It can be noted also from the above graph that ‘telecom operator 1’ is sustaining it’s remarkably resilient 
average revenue (which goes back several years) after focusing heavily on Machine-to-Machine (or IoT) 
connections in the past 2 years with great success, covering up for reduced revenue coming from voice/
messaging/data subscriptions.

The other aspect is the incoming potential behemoth of so-called ‘Internet of Things’ (IoT in shorthand). The 
idea that in the near future everything - cars, washing machines, door locks, industrial units, etc. - will all be 
connected. There is significant opportunity here - albeit in certain circumstances, I’m of the opinion it is not 
in the consumer space as most devices here will be connected through home broadband connections, with 
the exception of cars. However for the industrial and enterprise space, there is significant potential: remote 
monitoring of absolutely everything, responsive/fast connectivity to every device. Whether it will be 5G or 
another new wireless service (more easily monetisable) to provide the low-latency and high-performance 
required (the usual example rolled out here is self-driving cars requiring instant updates in the event of 
having to respond to an emergency situation). whether it will be a dedicated network, or whether 4G and 
5G can provide the performance along with integration into localised mesh networks will remain to be seen!
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